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Be a Body, Rollin Leonard

Spend enough time with his meticulous sculptural
works, and you’ll find yourself trying to lick the flattened
tattooed face. Deeply. Down through its translucent Plexi

Rollin Leonard holds his eye up to the webcam.
“It’s different now.” The eye looks straight ahead, framed
by flattened skin. The photographic image is pressed air
tight up against a thick, glossy, polished, perfect slab of
plexi. Rollin tilts the block, “See?” A new detail: The eye
reflects, projecting its mirror image on every interior wall.

exoskeleton. (Please don’t do that. You are at an art
gallery.)
Each piece starts with photography. Rollin makes
detailed, photographic images of himself and his subjects,
employing various lo-fi DIY apparatuses, like a giant
protractor -- his cat’s toy laser taped to a swiveling chair
over a chart sketched on the floor, to capture a profile,
rotating 1 degree at a time. The result is a mesmerizing,
monochromatic head, sliced horizontally, each sleek
slice rotating at a different, mathematically determined
speed. And you’re trying to catch her soft stare, then her
mouth, then her eyes again, wait, they’re going to line up,
here it comes IT’S HAPPENING a brief moment of perfect
alignment and your brain sparking with recognition SO
BEAUTIFUL and oh, there it went… Again?
The torso pieces are some of my favorite. After his

By now, I know the block is reflecting exactly
as Rollin wants it to. Rollin would have calculated, cut,
sandblasted, polished, sighed, walked circles barefoot
through a Portland, Maine cemetery, returned to his studio,
re-calculated, re-cut, and re-polished it to make it right,
to fit and form a whole out of what he calls an “electrified
mass of flesh.”

shirtless belly dance in front of a camera, Rollin teleports
his variously gyrating clone parts into his computer where
those human trunks are stacked and fused into thick,
snaking meta-torsos, swinging around wildly as if by their
own volition and not the accidental choreography of a
looped algorithm. It’s playful. It’s hypnotizing. It’s kind of
dirty too.

In Rollin’s newest torso-related work, they’re
wrapped around a 3D shape. They’re a 3D skin that has
no ending or beginning, just a winding human trunk. This
shape bends time and space onto itself. That shape makes
the mind skid. It also looks like a doughnut.
There are two Harajuku-styled girls, flattened
and split into bright, coy blocks -- like the flat faces, but
larger, life-sized, entwining together at their edges. They’re
scrambled just short of indecipherability, but when you
recognize them, your brain bubbles in satisfaction for
arranging them along their psychic strains. They will
vibrate back and forth between being two pretty girls and
being hundreds of giant HD IRL pixels.
There are some monsters too.
In Rollin’s earlier hilarious and terrifying work, he
conjoined frantically flailing digitized parts of his body into
animated mutants, with butt-cheeky polymeliac can-can
lines and gigantic waving fingers sprouting out of his tiny
heads.

In a recent video, his flattened face spins slowly,
disintegrating into tiny fleshy pixels. So slowly but so
completely, that its loss of human form and thus humanity
is very gradual. It feels like watching a space-traveler
getting sucked into a black hole and being very slowly and

Today, he’s smashing faces of his coupled friends
into each other, pushing them closer and closer to the
total apex fusion point, as they close in, dent and invert the
faces of their lovers. Are you watching a violent crash or is
this true romance?

violently torn apart into pieces -- but all the time it’s pink
and so serene.
I’m projecting.
Feels real though.

There’s a strong current in our art culture to

“Be a Body, Rollin Leonard” by Marina Galperina – managing

fetishize the accidental aesthetics of a digital glitch and to

editor of ANIMAL New York, journalist, video and digital art

abandon the corporeal. There are no glitches with Rollin,

curator based in Brooklyn.

just creations that get a bit out of control. Leonard’s
body of work is a body. He makes that which is inherently
nonphysical – a new, malleable, digitized self – into the
tangibly desirable -- whether or not it leaves the computer
screen.
I remember walking around Chinatown with Rollin,
about a year ago. It was one of our first offline meetings
and Rollin was talking about his very tall friend who rented
a very small room for very cheap just down the street. He
demonstrated briefly the contortions this very tall friend
had to endure to climb, lift and jam himself into this very
small room. I imagined the man slithering into a tight
urban cave, his disjointed limbs stacked into corners like
Tetris pieces, his sneakered feet sticking out and dribbling
down in bits, his back attempting to straighten out of an
unnatural coil but getting stuck and jittering back and
forth like a corrupt GIF.
I was somewhat disappointed to learn that I was
very, very far off in thinking of these things, but that’s what
happens when you look at Rollin Leonard’s art. It’s pretty
awesome.

Art and Mutilation:
Some Thoughts on the Work of Rollin Leonard

Like West, Leonard enjoys cutting up and
rearranging the human body. Whether it is his own or that
of a model makes little to no difference: the body is raw
material for the algorithmic processes to which he subjects
it. In that sense his work is profoundly anti-humanist. There

In 1934, Nathanael West published his Depression-era

is no regard for the ontological dignity and uniqueness

homage to Voltaire, A Cool Million: The Dismantling of Lemuel

of the individual as manifested in his or her figure (a

Pitkin. The subtitle is quite literal. Over the course of West’s

modern notion roughly concomitant with the birth of

novel, poor Lem has all his teeth extracted by a prison

universal human rights and the abolition of torture in the

doctor, loses an eye after a scuffle with several carriage

eighteenth century).2 But one can also see that Leonard’s

horses, has his thumb amputated due to a nasty car

choice of imagery is quite deliberate. He plays off our

accident with a Bolshevik spy, is viciously scalped by Chief

innate empathy for and recognition of the body, allowing

Satinpenny, and severs his leg in a rustic’s well-placed bear

us to find something “human” even in its most scrambled

trap. The comic sufferings of our hero are only terminated

articulations. There would be absolutely no intellectual

when he is finally struck dead by an assassin’s bullet.

excitement or perceptual play if we were unable to trace

West’s novel was intended as a savage indictment of the

the mangled lump of flesh back to its origin in a figure

American dream, or what President Shagpoke Whipple

whose wholeness has been transgressed.

dubs the “inalienable birthright” of every American citizen:

Yet there is nothing of the horror film’s shock

“the right to sell their labor and their children’s labor

tactics to be found in this “body” of work; visitors are

without restrictions as to either price or hours.”1 But social

unlikely to scream or grab themselves in anguish while

satire aside, the dismantling of Lem Pitkin points to a very

watching a piece by Leonard. The artist manages to have it

different phenomenon: that the destruction of the human

both ways: he has taken that most delicate of objects and

body can be fun, funny, and artistically exhilarating. Such

brought it to the brink of destruction while successfully

an ethos informs the work of Rollin Leonard, who joins a

purging it of any affective significance. In a word, the

venerable tradition running from Mary Shelley to the recent

human figure has been made completely aesthetic. The

Human Centipede franchise.

insect-like chains of human stomachs that move of their

1
Nathanael West, A Cool Million, in The Complete Works
of Nathanael West (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux,
1957), 186.

2
Lynn Hunt, Inventing Human Rights: A History (New
York: Norton, 2007), 70-112.

own accord (Spiral Unravel, Belly Wave), the scantily-clad men

and murders is

universal.”3 Ironic

and women who fall atop one another and disintegrate into

or not, De Quincey’s

bits (Pig Pile), the gridded or segmented heads whose parts

homicide merely take to an absurd limit what was

move in and out of phase with one another, now a face,

already implicit in aesthetic doctrine c. 1827.

now an arbitrary aggregate of eye/mouth/ear/nose/hair

If there is any autonomy to the aesthetic, its

(360 / 9 and 360 / 18 Lilia, Yes/No)—all of these disjointed

objects of knowledge cannot be confused with

people unfold their newfound beauty in a weightless

concepts like “origin,” “purpose” or “use”; in

atmosphere of pure contemplation. A fragmentary

fact, they are not objects of “knowledge” at all.

existence is the first precondition for a potentially infinite

The human figure, in order to become properly

multiplication of physical possibilities.

aesthetic, must renounce all claims to perfection.

essays on the art of

The inner mechanisms of an arm, its practical
application in various kinds of labor, is of absolutely
no import when we admire the beauty of line and color
it presents to our eyes. In a lecture on Kant, Paul de Man
once offered a startling account of what takes place in the
much-vaunted aesthetic moment:
We must, in short, consider our limbs, hands,
What is perhaps less obvious is that such artful

toes, breasts, or what Montaigne so cheerfully

torture is not a mere Gothic aberration in the history of

referred to as “Monsieur ma partie,” in themselves,

aesthetics but follows necessarily from its philosophical

severed from the organic unity of the body, the way

premises, which can be crudely summed up in three

the poets look at the oceans severed from their

words: autonomy, disinterest, uselessness. It would

geographical place on earth. We must, in other

ultimately take the boldness of a De Quincey to state

words, disarticulate, mutilate the body… we must

plainly the violence underpinning this new dogma: “the

consider our limbs the way the

tendency toward a critical or aesthetic valuation of fires

primitive man
3
Thomas De Quincey, “Postscript [to On Murder
Considered as One of the Fine Arts],” On Murder, ed. Robert
Morrison (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2009), 96.

considered the house, entirely severed from any

things off as separate from one another, communing

purpose or use.4

with both the near and the far. Sight, in short, makes of
the world a picture; the aesthetic enters through the eye.

The radicality of Kant’s thought is immediately perceived

Barthes states the paradigm quite nicely: “there will still

if one compares it to that of Diderot a quarter-century

be representation for so long as a subject (author, reader,

prior: “The handsome man is he whom nature has formed

spectator or voyeur) casts his gaze towards a horizon on

to fulfill as easily as possible the two great functions:

which he cuts out the base of a triangle, his eye (or his

preservation of the individual which consists of many

mind) forming the apex.”6 The sovereign cut of the eye does

things, and propagation of the species which consists

two things: it projects the world onto a planar surface, and

of one thing.”5 So much for utility, which goes out the

it isolates that plane from its surroundings. A rectangular

window once we embrace a “pure” aesthetics of the

frame that delimits a work of art thus only duplicates the

surface. This cognitive reduction of the perceived world to

primal frame first inaugurated by vision and separation, by

a mere assemblage of unmotivated, disconnected units is

vision as separation.

what might be called the first principle of aesthetics, the
fragmentary principle.

Ironically, the discourse of aesthetics has long
had difficulty theorizing the actual process of making art,
a state of affairs due to its stagnant conception of subject-

*
Traditionally, aesthetics has been conceived in the mode
of contemplation—visual contemplation, to be precise. It
is a question of the eye and its function. Sight is the sense
of clarity and distinctions. Sight is geometric: it is a gaze
that shines its light on a world of phenomena, marking

object relations and a fervent belief in God’s superior
ordering of the universe. The common distrust of the figure
of Prometheus throughout the eighteenth and into the
nineteenth century is but one symptom of a worldview in
which the creation of anything decisively new by human
hands is literally unthinkable or, at best, monstrous.
Thus the path from aesthetic reception to artistic practice
was decisively blocked by the high metaphysics that still
polluted Enlightenment thought. For all its apparent

4
Paul de Man, “Phenomenality and Materiality in
Kant,” Aesthetic Ideology, ed. Andrzej Warminski (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1996), 88.
5
Quoted in Ernst Cassirer, The Philosophy of the
Enlightenment, trans. Koelln & Pettegrove (Princeton, NJ:
Princeton University Press, 1968), 311.

uselessness, the perception of beauty had the function of
6
Roland Barthes, “Diderot, Brecht, Eisenstein,”
Image Music Text, trans. Stephen Heath (New York: Hill &
Wang, 1978), 69-70.

leading the mind back to an intuition of eternal balance

in its full Strength and Vigour, so as to be able to

and harmony in a universe thoroughly mediated by the

receive lively Ideas from outward Objects, to retain

hand of deity. The very real and concrete production

them long, and to range them together, upon

of artworks by real and concrete people was thus

occasion, in such Figures and Representations as are

simultaneously the embarrassment of aesthetic philosophy

most likely to hit the Fancy of the Reader.8

and the reef against which it foundered. Kant famously
shirked the whole problem by condemning the artist, even

In other words, art is nothing but the isolation and

the “genius,” to the slavish reproduction of a reality that

rearticulation of sensuous fragments, a two-part process

God, disguised as Nature, had already gone one better.

that begins with slicing and dicing and ends by suturing

A partial solution can be found in one of the

the heterogeneous pieces back together in an ecstasy of

earliest treatises of modern aesthetics, Joseph Addison’s

creation. It does not matter if the morality of an Addison

The Pleasures of the Imagination (1712). “We cannot indeed

would recoil in horror at the visual desecration of a human

have a single Image in the Fancy that did not make its first

body. What is important is that the second principle of any

Entrance through the Sight”—and in this the argument

true aesthetics has been laid down, namely, the combinative

sounds quite traditional—“but we have the Power of

principle.9

retaining, altering and compounding those Images, which
we have once received, into all the Varieties of Picture
and Vision that are most agreeable to the Imagination.”7
Anyone who thinks that postmodernism was the first to
theorize the work of art as a “tissue of quotations” would
do well to consult the writings of Addison. “But this is
certain,” he continues,
that a noble Writer should be born with this Faculty

7
Joseph Addison, The Pleasures of the Imagination,
originally published in twelve parts in The Spectator, nos.
409, 411-21 (19 June - 3 July 1712), reprinted in Selections
From The Tatler and The Spectator, ed. Angus Ross (New
York: Penguin, 1982), 368.

*
It is this latter function that Leonard exploits to the fullest.
The recent work tends to fall into four categories: human
faces artificially flattened like sheets of linen stretched
on a canvas, or more obviously pieced together from
multiple fragments whose jagged edges remain visible;

8
Ibid., 389.
9
“I generate new ideas by combining existing ones.”
Rollin Leonard, artist’s statement, available at http://rollinleonard.com/text/statement/, accessed 24 September
2013.

works where two or more things (bodies and objects)

component of cyberspace, the pixel, for inspiration.11 And

collide and, in so doing, mutually scramble themselves

with the discovery of the pixel comes new methods of

into new configurations; bust-length portraits whose

butchery. In Splat, two figures fall headfirst to their doom,

moving segments fall in and out of sync with mathematical

but rather than the usual blood and guts one might expect

regularity; and various body parts serially repeated and

from the nature of gravity, the subjects are horizontally

arranged in bizarre visual patterns. Indeed, the recent

distributed pixel by pixel, calmly filling the space of the GIF

Self-Portrait (2012) is a representative work: beginning

like water flowing into a container. The result is both creepy

with a mass of eyeballs assembled in a honeycomb, one

and comical. Likewise with the aforementioned Pig Pile: as

scrolls down the page to find a row of screaming mouths,

a first body hits the “ground” of the image, it loses all the

a huge ball of fully extended arms that resembles nothing

negative space between its limbs and becomes a densely

so much as the back of a porcupine, and finishing off with

compressed mass of pixels. Whatever does not fit at the

strings of torsos intertwined in spaghetti-like tendrils.10

bottom gets pushed to the top, creating jagged peaks and

But Leonard is not content with the limb as his

valleys to which the next falling body must also conform,

most basic structural unit. Given the primarily web-based

until the whole thing appears as a multicolored scrapheap

nature of his practice, it should come as no surprise

of vaguely humanoid remains. The logic of the entire

that the artist has frequently turned to the most atomic

Rearrangements series seems to be that pixels can neither
be created nor destroyed, only played with.
In the move from website to gallery, Leonard
has begun to present these works as flat, wall-sized

10
“I have to admit my work can look gory and I talk
about projects in my notebook like, ‘cut up this arm and
scatter’ but I’m not imagining literally cutting arms off. I do
think about the pieces of my body as dissociated from one
another sometimes. I don’t have an interest in horror films,
but I do look for real violence and disease on the internet.
For years I’ve been looking at car crashes with body parts
flying (makes me feel very sad but also interested/amazed),
POV medical procedures, wart removal, eye surgery, fungus
gone wild, and gun wounds.” Personal communication, 3
September 2013. Self-Portrait was originally designed for
cloaque.org, a “digital landfill” intended for viewing work by
continuous scrolling.

installations composed of 1x1” plexiglass magnets. The
effect of such cellular groupings is startling—though
perhaps not as uncanny as seeing the work prior to its final
assemblage, a random pile of flesh-colored squares (and
the occasional eyeball) awaiting their redemption. The very
labor of packing and shipping these life-size pixels in boxes

11
“Cells, atomic theory, minimalist grids, pixels are
all pretty well matched I’d say for what’s behind my approach. Cells are definitely the most seductive image for
me.” Personal communication, 3 September 2013.

from one destination to another seems to mimic the nature

Seth Watter is a PhD candidate in the Department of

of all online activity, in which the self is broken down into

Modern Culture & Media at Brown University and a co-

light and efficient data packets only to reemerge on the

organizer of Magic Lantern Cinema, an experimental film

other end of the communicative spectrum as a “whole.”

and video series based in Providence, RI.

Victor Frankenstein, far from the insane and
repulsive figure later to be found at the movies, was
originally drawn in more sympathetic strokes. Shelley
describes him as someone with “an intuitive discernment,
a quick but never-failing power of judgment, a penetration
into the causes of things, unequalled for clearness and
precision; add to this a facility of expression and a voice
whose varied intonations are soul-subduing music,” not
to mention those “lustrous eyes” full of “melancholy
sweetness,” to wit: as an artist of the first class.12 Aesthetics
has long been the disarticulation and recombination of
bodies in vision. But we are now seeing a new twist in the
story of art. While the mutilative satire of West’s A Cool
Million provided an oblique reflection of the fragmentation
of human life under industrial capitalism, the grotesque
and fanciful depictions of Rollin Leonard point to an equally
real phenomenon: the contemporary reality of bodies in
code.
Seth Watter
2013

12
Mary Wollstonecraft Shelley, Frankenstein (1831), in
Three Gothic Novels, ed. Peter Fairclough (New York: Penguin,
1968), 285-7.

Crash Kiss (Guthrie &
Ellis), 2013, 14 by 18
inches, c-print with
frame

Arm Ball (Rollin), 2013,
30 by 34 inches,
c-print with frame

Crash Kiss (Steven &
Susan), 2013, 18 by
24 inches, c-print
with frame

Arm Ball (Lilia), 2013,
30 by 30 inches,
c-print with frame

360° / 18 Lilia, 2013, 36 second
loop, photographic video

Crash Kiss (Jorge &
Giselle), 2013, 18 by
24 inches, c-print
with frame

Cell Face (Tad), 2013,
41 2 by 2 inch pieces,
c-print face-mounted
to 1/2 inch cell-cast
Plexiglas

Cell Face (Rollin), 2013,
41 2 by 2 inch pieces,
c-print face-mounted
to 1/2 inch cell-cast
Plexiglas

Cell Face (Alex), 2013,
41 2 by 2 inch pieces,
c-print face-mounted
to 1/2 inch cell-cast
Plexiglas

Cell Body (Stocking),
2013, 702 1 by 1
inch pieces, c-print
face-mounted to
1/2 inch cell-cast
Plexiglas

Cell Body (Joe), 2013,
838 1 by 1 inch
pieces, c-print facemounted to 1/2 inch
cell-cast Plexiglas

Belly Chain on a DonutShaped Universe,
2013, 30 by 30
inches, c-print with
frame and GIF

Yes / No, 2013, animated
application

Cell Body (Panty),
2013, 730 1 by 1
inch pieces, c-print
face-mounted to
1/2 inch cell-cast
Plexiglas

